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Abstract 

 
The aim of this paper is to prove the common fixed point theorem in an Intuitionistic 
Fuzzy Metric space by extending  the use of E A property introduces by Aamri & 
Moutawakil using implicit function for three self map satisfying weakly compatible 
property. 
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Introduction & Preliminaries 
 
                    The foundation of fuzzy mathematics is laid by Lofti A Zadeh with the 
introduction of fuzzy sets in 1965, as a way to represent a vagueness in everyday life .  
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Subsequently several authors have applied various form from general  topology of fuzzy 
sets and developed the concept of fuzzy space.A number of fixed point theorem have 
been obtained by various authors in fuzzy metric space by using the concept of 
compatible map, weakly compatible map, R weakly compatible map. 
                  In the study of fixed point of metric space, Popa proved theorem for Weakly 
Compatible, Noncontinuous mapping using implicit function. Recently Aamri & 
Moutawakil introduces the E.A property and had generalized the concept of non 
compatible map. 
            The main objective of this paper is to obtain some common fixed point theorem in 
fuzzy metric space using Implicit function with EA property. The result is different 
because it is the first time implicit function is used with EA property which has three self 
maps holding weakly compatible property. Our result generalizes several Comparable 
results in existing literature. 
 
 
Preliminaries 
 
Definition 1.1 : Weakly Compatible map  
Two self maps A and S of a fuzzy metric space (X,M, *)are called weakly compatible if 
if they commute at their coincidence point that is  
                    Ax=Sx   implies that  ASx=SAx  
 
Definition 1.2: A Class of Implicit Function 
Let Φ be the set of all real continuous functions.F: (R+)5→R non decreasing in the first 
argument satisfying the following conditions : 
(a) For u,v ≥ 0, F (u,v,u,v,1) ≥ 0 implies that u ≥ v.  
(b) F{u,1,1,u,1} ≥ 0 or F{u,u,1,1,u}≥ 0 or F{u,1,u,1,u}≥0 implies that u ≥ 1 
 
Definition 1.3: E A property  
 Let A and B be self maps on a fuzzy metric space (X,M, *).They are said to satisfy (EA) 
property if there exists a sequence {xn} in X such that  
                    limn→∞ Axn = lim n→∞ Sxn = x  for some x є X. 
 
  MAIN  RESULT  2.1 :  
 
 Let (X,M,N ,*, �) be a intuitionistic fuzzy metric space. Let A, B and T be self maps  
with 
(i)  A(X) С T(X) and B(X)  С T(X) , 
(ii) T(X) Is A Closed Subset Of X . 
(iii) The pair {A, T} or {B, T} satisfies EA property and the pairs {B, T} and 
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      {A, T} are weakly compatible. 
(iv) For some Ψ,θ є Φ there exists a constant k є ( 0, 1 )  such that for   
        all x, y є X, & for some  t > 0  we have  
     Ψ{M(A²x, B²y kt),M(T²x,T²y, t),M(A²x, T²x, t),M(B²y,T²y, kt), 
      M(T²y, A²x, t)}≥0.  
     θ{N(A²x, B²y kt),N(T²x,T²y, t),N(A²x, T²x, t),N(B²y,T²y, kt), 
     N(T²y, A²x, t)}≤  0.                                     ……………………………(a)                                  
 Then A, B and T have a unique common fixed point in X. 
 
 Proof.  
           Suppose that a pair {B, T} satisfies property (EA), therefore there exists a 
sequence { xn } in X such that lim n→∞  Bxn = lim n→∞ Txn = z  for some z in X. 
Now since B(X)  С  T(X) therefore, there exist a sequence yn in X such that 
                                            Bxn =Tyn . 
Substitute  x = yn, y = xn, in given condition  (a ) we get 
 
Ψ{M(A²yn, B²xn,K t),M(T²yn, T²xn, t),M(A²yn, T²yn, t), M(B²xn, T²xn,K t), 
     M(T²xn, A²yn, t)}≥ 0. 
θ{N(A²yn, B²xn,K t),N(T²yn, T²xn, t),N(A²yn, T²yn, t),N(B²xn, T²xn,K t), 
     N(T²xn, A²yn, t)} ≤  0. 
 
Taking limit n →∞ we get , 
 
Ψ{M( lim n→∞ A²yn, z, Kt), M(z, z, t), M( lim n→∞A²yn , z, t), M(z, z ,Kt), 
    M(z, lim n →∞A²yn, t)} ≥ 0 
θ{N( lim n→∞ A²yn, z, Kt), N(z, z, t), N( lim n→∞A²yn , z, t), N(z, z ,Kt), 
    N(z, lim n →∞A²yn, t)} ≤ 0 
 
As Ψ   is non decreasing in the first argument and θ is non increasing in the first 
argument, we have 
 
Ψ{M( lim n →∞ A²yn, z, t), 1, M( lim n→∞A²yn , z, t), 1 ,  M(z, lim n→∞ A²yn, t)} ≥  0 
θ{N( lim n →∞ A²yn, z, t), 1, N( lim n→∞A²yn , z, t), 1 , N(z, lim n→∞ A²yn, t)} ≤  0 
 
Using condition (6.b), we have 
M(lim n→∞A²yn,z, kt) ≥ 1           and    N(lim n→∞A²yn,z, kt) ≤ 0 
Hence   lim n  →∞A²yn = z . 
 
Again since T(X) is closed subset of X then z = T²u for some u ε X  
 
Put x=u  and y = xn in given condition  (a) , we get 
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Ψ{M(A²u, B²xn,K t),M(T²u, T²xn, t),M(A²u, T²u, t), M(B²xn, T²xn,K t), 
M(T²xn, A²u, t)}≥ 0. 
θ{N(A²u, B²xn,K t),N(T²u, T²xn, t),N(A²u, T²u, t),N(B²xn, T²xn,K t), 
N(T²xn, A²u, t)} ≤  0. 
 
Taking limit n→∞ we get , 
Ψ{M( A²u, z, Kt), M(z, z, t), M(A²u , z, t), M(z, z ,Kt), M(z, A²u, t)} ≥ 0 
θ{N( A²u, z, Kt), N(z, z, t), N( A²u , z, t), N(z, z ,Kt),N(z, A²u, t)} ≤ 0 
 
Ψ{M( A²u, z, Kt), 1 , M(A²u , z, t), 1,M(z, A²u, t)} ≥ 0 
θ{N( A²u, z, Kt),  1 , N( A²u , z, t),  1 ,N(z, A²u, t)} ≤ 0 
 
M(z, A²u, kt) ≥ 1 and N(z, A²u, kt) ≤ 0 {by condition ( 6. b)} 
Therefore  z = A²u 
Hence  z = A²u = T²u …(1) 
Since A(X)   С T(X)  therefore there exist v ε X such that z = T²v  
Following the same argument as above we can show that we can say  
        z = B²v = T²v  
since  u is the coincidence point of the pair {A,T} therefore  
             A²T²u = T²A²u 
Hence  A²z = T²z .                   ……………………………..(2) 
 
since  v is the coincidence point of the pair {B,T} therefore  
             B²T²v = T²B²v 
Hence  B²z = T²z . ……………………………....(3) 
 
Combining all the results  (2) and (3), we have 
T²z = A²z = B²z 
Put x = Az and y = z in given condition (a)  we get 
Ψ{M(A²Az, B²z, kt),M(T²Az, T²z, t),M(A²Az, T²Az, t),M(B²z, T²z, kt), 
    M(T²z, A²Az, t)}≥0 
 
θ{N(A²Az, B²z, kt),N(T²Az, T²z, t),N(A²Az, T²Az, t),N(B²z, T²z, kt), 
    N(T²z, A²Az, t)}≤ 0 
 
As (A, T) is weakly compatible , therefore 
A²Tz = TA²z and T²Az = AT²z 
Hence  
Ψ{M(Az ,z, kt),M(Az, z, t),M(Az, Az, t),M(z, z, kt),M(z, Az, t)} ≥ 0 
θ{N(Az ,z, kt),N(Az, z, t),N(Az, Az, t),N(z, z, kt),N(z, Az, t)} ≤ 0 
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As Ψ   is non decreasing in the first argument and θ is non increasing in the first argument  
we have 
Ψ{M(Az ,z, t),M(Az, z, t),1,1,M(Az, z, t)≥0 
θ{N(Az ,z, t),N(Az, z, t),1,1,N(Az, z, t)≤ 0 
 
M(Az, z, t)≥ 1 and    N(Az, z, t)≤ 0         {by condition (6.b)} 
 Hence Az = z 
Similarly we can show that Bz = z and Tz = z 
Hence z = Az = Bz = Tz 
Thus z is the common fixed point of A, B and T 
 
Uniqueness:  
Let w and z be two common fixed points of maps A, B and T. 
Put x = z and y = w in (4), we get 
 
Ψ{M(Az, B²w, kt),M(T²z, T²w, t),M(A²z, T²z, t),M(B²w, T²z, kt),M(T²w, A²z, t)} ≥ 0 
θ{N(Az, B²w, kt),N(T²z, T²w, t),N(A²z, T²z, t),N(B²w, T²z, kt),N(T²w, A²z, t)} ≥ 0 
 
Ψ{M(z ,w, kt),M(z ,w, t),M(z, z, t),M(w, w, kt),M(w, z, t)} ≥ 0 
θ{N(z ,w, kt),N(z ,w, t),N(z, z, t),N(w, w, kt),N(w, z, t)} ≤ 0 
 
As Ψ   is non decreasing in the first argument and θ is non increasing in the first argument  
we have 
Ψ{M(z, w, t),M(z, w, t),1,1,M(z ,z, t)} ≥ 0 
θ{N(z, w, t),N(z, w, t),1,1,N(z ,z, t)} ≤ 0 
 
M(z, w, t)≥ 1 and    N(z ,w ,t )≤ 0 {by condition (6.b)} 
That is z = w 
Thus z is the unique common fixed point of A, B and T. 
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